
Raw Sush� Bow� Men�
Skaanegatan 92, Stockholm, Sweden

+46706666158,+46840800801 - http://rawsushiandbowl.se/

A complete menu of Raw Sushi Bowl from Stockholm covering all 38 meals and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What SUPFOOD likes about Raw Sushi Bowl:
This is the mid-range price, probably healthy, different kinda food you’re looking for on a hike day in Södermalm.
The spicy tuna is a bit over wrapped with tons of covering things, you don’t really get the tuna taste. But the lax is

perfect and surprising with 4 slightly cooked units. Great lax and maki as well. And bibimbap. Finally, I wouldn’t
qualify the personnel as very welcoming, but they’re efficient and cool... read more. What Kennet Johansson

doesn't like about Raw Sushi Bowl:
Bad customer service. I’m a local, and every time I come the staff seems stressed and in a hurry. Even though
there was no one behind me on the cue, when I asked what fish there was on the “Mellan sushi” she refused to
respond and just hurried me to pay, despite me kindly insisting on a reply due to my allergies. read more. With

original Asian spices scrumptious traditional courses are prepared in the kitchen of Raw Sushi Bowl in
Stockholm, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in the shortest time and fresh. The Asian fusion cuisine is

also an important part of Raw Sushi Bowl. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known dishes too
ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients

consume, and a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat are used to prepare healthy Japanese dishes.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sauce�
YAKINIKU 19 kr

So� drink�
COLA 3 kr

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME 5 kr

Noodl�
RAMEN

Pok� Bow�
SALMON BOWL 19 kr

Drycker
RAMLÖSA 3 kr

M�e� Ric�
BIBIMBAP

No� alcoholi� drink�
FANTA 3 kr

SPRITE 3 kr

Rame�
VEGO 20 kr

YAMAMOTO RAMEN 21 kr

Bow�
VEGO BOWL 19 kr

CRISPY LAX 22 kr

�llbehör
EXTRA SOJA 1 kr

CHILIMAJONNAS 1 kr

GOMOWAKAME 5 kr

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
KIMCHI 22 kr

MISO

WE HAVE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FISH

SPICY TUNA

Picke� for Yo�
NIGIRI LAX (11 BITAR) 22 kr

SPICY TUNA (10 BITAR) 24 kr

FLAMBERAD LAX (11 BITAR) 23 kr

MIX SUSHI (12 BITAR) 23 kr

Sush�
LAX OCH MAKI (10 BITAR) 19 kr
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SASHIMI (15 BITAR) 27 kr

STOR SUSHI (14 BITAR) 24 kr

LAX OCH AVOKADO
NIGIRI (10 BITAR) 20 kr

RAW SUSHI (10 BITAR) 22 kr

MELLAN SUSHI (11 BITAR) 20 kr

LITEN SUSHI (8 BITAR) 17 kr

SHARING IS CARING 62 kr

RÄKA MAKI (10 BITAR) 23 kr

LAX MAKI (10 BITAR) 23 kr
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